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Q:   Which type of whiskey must 
be made in the US: Bourbon, 
Rye or Malt?



A:    Bourbon

dware
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Q:    What US state is the birthplace 
of bourbon whiskey: Tennessee, 
Kentucky, Indiana or New York? 



A:   Kentucky.

Fun fact: 95% of the world’s bourbon  
is made in Kentucky.



Q:   In the whiskey industry, the 
“angels’ share” is: 

  A)  Whiskey spilled when transferred from  
still to barrel 

  B)  Whiskey that evaporates from the barrel  
during aging

  C)  The master distiller’s last taste before designating 
a barrel ready for bottling

  D) The first bottling of each batch



A:   B.  Whiskey that 
evaporates from the 
barrel during aging



Q:   Which country consumes 
the most whiskey?

   A)  United States
   B) India
   C) China
   D) Scotland



A:   B. India. According to 
research by Bank of 
America Merrill Lynch, 
Indians consumed 1.5 billion 
liters of whiskey in 2014. 



Q:   Almost all Tennessee 
whiskeys are mellowed 
using sugar-maple charcoal 
prior to casking. This 
process is known as: 

    A) Tennessee Proofing   C) Lincoln County Process
    B) Sugaring          D) The Volunteer Rule 
    
    



A: C. Lincoln County Process



Q:   Frank Sinatra was said to be 
buried with a bottle of  
what whiskey? 



A:   Jack Daniel’s 
Tennessee Whiskey



Q:  The mash bill of whiskeys can include a 
variety of grains, including corn, malted 
barley, wheat and rye. Which type of 
whiskey must have a mash bill of at  
least 51% corn?



A:   Bourbon

Fun fact: While the minimum is 51%, most bourbons have 
a higher percentage of corn, which imparts a sweeter, 
more robust flavor.



Q:  This cocktail, created in 1927, 
includes bourbon, sweet 
vermouth, Campari and an 
orange twist garnish. What is it?

A) Old Fashioned C) Manhattan
B) Sazerac  D) Boulevardier



D. Boulevardier

Fun fact: Replace the bourbon with 
gin and you have the Boulevardier’s 
cousin—the Negroni. 



Q:  When tasting whiskey, 
the first step is:

   A)  Sniffing the aroma
   B) Pouring it through cheesecloth
   C) Swirling the glass
   D) Examining the appearance



A:  D. Examining the appearance



How’d you do? Let us know your 
score at #ctthwhiskey


